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(54) CARRIAGE, HEAD CARRIAGE, MIDDLE CARRIAGE, AND TRAIN

(57) A carriage comprises a carriage body (1) con-
sisting of a top frame, side walls, and a bottom frame. An
end wall (2) is disposed on at least one end of the carriage
body (1). Connectors (3) are symmetrically disposed on
the left side and the right side of an outer wall body of
the end wall (2). All the connectors (3) disposed on the
end wall (2) of the carriage are connected by means of
lines. The carriages can be grouped into each train in a
meal ordering manner. When each carriage is added into

a high-speed train set, the arrangement of the carriage
is not limited, and accordingly, the carriage can be added
into the train without limitation. On the premise the of
ensuring the normal work of systems of the train, the work
amount of staff members in a group can be reduced, and
the work time of the staff members in the group is short-
ened.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present application relates to the technol-
ogy of rail transportation, in particular to a car, a head
car, a middle car, and a train.

BACKGROUND

[0002] The current high-speed train set is mainly mar-
shaled in 8-car formation, and runs in an operating mode
of 8-car formation, an operating mode of 16-car formation
and a reconnection operating mode of two 8-car forma-
tions. However, the current formation mode of the high-
speed train set is fixed, that is, the position and direction,
in a whole train, of each car are stipulated when the car
is designed, the formation type cannot be changed, and
the number of cars included in the train also cannot be
changed.
[0003] As illustrated in FIG. 1, in the marshaling proc-
ess of the existing high-speed train set, the directions of
a first end and a second end of each car are fixed. As
illustrated in FIG. 2, the existing train line running through
the whole train is in one-way and single-line arrange-
ment.
[0004] In high-speed main line railways of our country,
the running of high-speed train sets having 8 cars or 16
cars can solve the problem of large volume of passenger
transport. But in some high-speed branch railways, es-
pecially in off-peak time for passenger transport, the high-
speed train set having 8 cars may be too large, and the
high-speed train set having a smaller number of cars is
needed. An inter-city high-speed train set having 8 cars
can meet an operation requirement in morning peak and
evening peak, but in other time, the high-speed train set
having 8 cars is slightly large. The formation of the ex-
isting high-speed train must be fixed, and customers
have to purchase and overhaul the whole train, which
does not adapt to the changes of passenger volume.
When the occupancy rate of passengers is below 50%,
the running of the train having 8 cars causes a waste; if
a time interval of running the train is increased, the waiting
time of the passengers is prolonged; besides, it is not
convenient for overhaul and standby; if a car malfunc-
tions, the whole train needs to be put in storage, which
cannot meet the requirements of different customers.
[0005] After an arrangement mode of cars is deter-
mined in the process of designing a train, when the cars
of the train are marshaled at any time thereafter, the ar-
rangement mode of each car cannot be changed, that is,
locations of the first end and the second end of the car
cannot be turned when the car is arranged. If the train in
FIG. 1 is rearranged into the case in FIG. 3, the cars 04
and 07 in the train cannot be marshaled normally, and
an end connection system, a network system, and a door
system thereof cannot be connected or perform wrong
actions. Then, the workload and working time of staff

marshaling is increased, and the staff has to adjust the
direction of each car to the required direction, and then
marshals the car.
[0006] A train line of the existing train running through
the whole train is arranged at one side of the car. When
a certain car is not arranged according to a predeter-
mined direction during marshaling the train, the connec-
tion of the train line would go wrong. As illustrated in FIG.
3 and FIG. 4, if the marshaling way of the car T03 of the
train in FIG. 3 turns 180 degrees, the connection, at the
T03-connector 2-2 and the T03-connector 1-2, of the train
line running through the whole train goes wrong.

SUMMARY

[0007] To solve one of the above technical problems,
the present application provides a car including a car
body consisting of a top frame, side walls, and a bottom
frame, an end wall is provided on at least one end of the
car body,
connectors are symmetrically provided on a left side and
a right side of the end wall;
all the connectors provided on the end wall of the car are
connected by means of lines.
[0008] In an embodiment, the connector includes: an
interface for forward movement instruction train line, an
interface for backward movement instruction train line,
and an interface for braking instruction train line;
a certain type of interface of each connector is connected
with this type of interface of other connector by means
of corresponding lines.
[0009] In an embodiment, sequences of arranging in-
terfaces on the connectors at two sides of the end wall
are axisymmetric.
[0010] In an embodiment, a junction box is provided in
the car; and all connection lines of the connectors are
interconnected through line sockets on the junction box.
[0011] In an embodiment, a coding module, which is
configured to code a sequence and a type of current car,
is provided in the car.
[0012] In an embodiment, the coding module adopts a
six-digit coder, four output ends of the six-digit coder are
configured to output a sequence number of the current
car, and other two output ends of the six-digit coder are
configured to output a type number of the car.
[0013] In an embodiment, the four output ends, which
of the coder, which are configured to output the sequence
number of the car, are respectively connected with an
axle temperature alarm system, a traction converter, a
door control system, a car control system, and a brake
control system which are provided on the car;
the two output ends of the coder, which are configured
to output the type number of the car, are respectively
connected with the car control system and the brake con-
trol system.
[0014] In an embodiment, a power supply terminal of
the six-digit coder is connected with a power source end,
which is provided in the car and configured to supply
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power for a control device.
[0015] In an embodiment, the car body is further pro-
vided with a relay which is configured to control turning
when a car turns 180 degrees; the relay is connected
with an auxiliary control system provided in the car.
[0016] To solve one of the above technical problems,
the present application further provides a train including
the above-mentioned car.
[0017] To solve one of the above technical problems,
the present application further provides a head car, in-
cluding a cab body and a car body, one end of the cab
body is fixedly connected with one end of the car body,
other end of the car body is provided with an end wall,
and connectors are symmetrically provided on a left side
and a right side of an outer wall body of the end wall;
two connectors provided on the end wall are connected
by means of lines.
[0018] In an embodiment, the connector includes: an
interface for forward movement instruction train line, an
interface for backward movement instruction train line,
and an interface for braking instruction train line;
a certain type of interface of each connector is connected
with this type of interface of other connector by means
of corresponding lines;
sequences of arranging interfaces on the connectors at
two sides of the end wall are axisymmetric.
[0019] To solve one of the above technical problems,
the present application further provides a middle car, in-
cluding: a top frame, side walls, and a bottom frame; the
top frame is fixed with the bottom frame through the side
walls,
two ends of the middle car are provided with end walls,
and connectors are symmetrically provided on a left side
and a right side of an outer wall body of the end wall;
all the connectors provided on two end walls of the car
are connected by means of lines.
[0020] In an embodiment, the connector includes: an
interface for forward movement instruction train line, an
interface for backward movement instruction train line,
and an interface for braking instruction train line;
a certain type of interface of each connector is connected
with this type of interface of other connector by means
of corresponding lines;
sequences of arranging interfaces on the connectors at
two sides of the end wall are axisymmetric.
[0021] In an embodiment, the middle car is a trailer car
or a power car.
[0022] The present application has the following ben-
eficial effects:
the technical solutions of the present application can mar-
shal the cars of each train in a meal ordering manner,
meet the different requirements of customers for a train;
when it is not the peak time for passenger transport,
adopting a high-speed train set with a small number of
cars avoids the energy waste of a high-speed train set
with a large number of cars, and does not increase the
waiting time of passengers; when it is the peak time for
passenger transport, adopting the high-speed train set

with a large number of cars avoids the increase of work-
load of the Railways Bureau caused by increasing the
number of trains.
[0023] By adopting the technical solutions of the
present application, when each car is added into a high-
speed train set, the arrangement of the car is not limited,
and the car can be added into the train without limitation,
thereby reducing the workload of staff marshaling the
cars and shortening the work time of the staff marshaling
the cars on the premise of ensuring the normal work of
systems of the train.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0024]

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a train marshaling
according to the related art.
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of an arrangement of
a train line and a connector according to the related
art.
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of another train mar-
shaling according to the related art.
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of another arrange-
ment of a train line and a connector according to the
related art.
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of a setting position
of a connector on an end wall of the car according
to the present application.
FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of an arrangement of
a train line and a connector according to the present
application.
FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of connection between
a coder and other devices in the car according to the
present application.
FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of an example of flex-
ibly marshaling the cars of a train according to the
present application.
FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of an arrangement of
a train line and a connector in the example of flexibly
marshaling the cars of a train according to the
present application.
1. car body; 2. end wall; 3. connector; 4. interface
for forward movement instruction train line; 5. inter-
face for backward movement instruction train line;
6. interface for braking instruction train line; 7. junc-
tion box.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0025] In order to make the technical solutions and ad-
vantages in embodiments of the present application
clearer, the exemplary embodiments in the present ap-
plication are further elaborated below in combination with
the accompanying drawings. It is apparent that the de-
scribed embodiments are only a part of the embodiments
of the present application but are not exhaustive of all
the embodiments. It is to be noted that the embodiments
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in the present application and the characteristics in the
embodiments may be combined under the condition of
no conflicts.
[0026] The core concept of the present application is
that: a dual-redundancy design is applied to a train line
running through a whole train, that is, connectors 3 are
symmetrically provided at a first side and a second side
of a first end and a second end of a car, and all the con-
nectors are connected by means of lines; when the car
turns 180 degrees, train lines can still be connected ef-
fectively. At the same time, in order to cooperate free
marshaling, a six-digit coder and a relay for controlling
turning when a car turns 180 degrees are further added
on a car; the number and type of a car after the free
marshaling are adjusted by means of the six-digit coder,
so that other components or systems of the train can
identify the number and type of the current car, and then
control the train according to the information. A power
supply direction of the car is set by means of the relay,
thereby assisting in setting a running direction of each
power car and assisting other subsystems, and finally
realizing unlimited marshaling of the train.
[0027] Specifically, as illustrated in FIG. 5 and FIG. 6,
the present application discloses a car. The car includes
a car body 1 consisting of a top frame, side walls, and a
bottom frame. An end wall 2 is provided on at least one
end of the car body 1. Connectors 3 are symmetrically
provided on the left side and the right side of an outer
wall body of the end wall 2. All the connectors 3 provided
on the end wall 2 of the car are connected by means of
lines. The connector 3 includes: an interface 4 for forward
movement instruction train line, an interface 5 for back-
ward movement instruction train line, and an interface 6
for braking instruction train line. A certain type of interface
of each connector 3 is connected with this type of inter-
face of other connector 3 by means of the corresponding
lines. As illustrated in FIG. 4, in order to satisfy a marshal
in which any car is added and a marshal of turning 180
degrees, the sequence of arranging the interface 4 for
forward movement instruction train line, the interface 5
for backward movement instruction train line, and the in-
terface 6 for braking instruction train line on the left con-
nector 3 and the sequence of arranging the interface 4
for forward movement instruction train line, the interface
5 for backward movement instruction train line, and the
interface 6 for braking instruction train line on the right
connector 3 are axisymmetric, and the left connector 3
and the right connector 3 are on the same end wall 2.
[0028] In the present application, in order to facilitate
arranging lines and managing the lines of each interface
of the connector 3, a junction box 7 is further provided in
the car, and the management and interconnection of all
the lines are realized through line sockets set on the junc-
tion box 7. As illustrated in FIG. 6, all the lines of the
connector 3 are arranged at two sides of the car, and are
managed and collected at the junction box.
[0029] In order to further realize the flexible marshaling
of the cars, the present application enables a train system

and a train-related control and management system to
learn information about the number and type of the car
added, and provides a coding module which is composed
of a plurality of breakers and configured to code the se-
quence and type of the current car. Preferably, in the
solution, the coding module adopts a six-digit coder. Four
output ends of the six-digit coder are configured to output
the sequence number of the current car, and the other
two output ends of the six-digit coder are configured to
output the type number of the car. An output and display
rule of the coder adopts a binary mode. When the forma-
tion is 16 columns, a numbering way is as shown in the
following table.

[0030] There are two types of cars, namely a power
car or a trailer car. When a code output of the power car
is 01, the code output of the trailer car is 10. The code
outputs represent the current type of the car. The coder
in the car can be set manually or embedded in a train
control system by writing program to code automatically.
[0031] As illustrated in FIG. 7, the four output ends of
the coder, which are configured to output the sequence
number of the car, are respectively connected with an
axle temperature alarm system, a traction converter, a
door control system, a car control system, and a brake
control system which are provided on the car. The two
output ends of the coder, which are configured to output
the type number of the car, are respectively connected
with the car control system and the brake control system.
Accordingly, other control systems in the car learn the
number of the car, and inform all the other cars of the

Table 1 Code table of cars

B0 B1 B2 B3 Car number

0 0 0 1 1

0 0 1 0 2

0 0 1 1 3

0 1 0 0 4

0 1 0 1 5

0 1 1 0 6

0 1 1 1 7

1 0 0 0 8

1 0 0 1 9

1 0 1 0 10

1 0 1 1 11

1 1 0 0 12

1 1 0 1 13

1 1 1 0 14

1 1 1 1 15

0 0 0 0 16
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number and type of the car through a train network. In
the solution, a power supply terminal of the six-digit coder
is connected with a 110V power source end, which is
provided in the car and configured to supply power for a
control device in the car.
[0032] In the solution, in order to further realize the
flexible marshaling after the car turns 180 degrees, re-
lays, which are configured to control the turning when
the car turns 180 degrees, are provided at an equipment
box of the car, the junction box 7, a conductor room and
other positions. The relay assists in setting the running
direction of each car and switching power supply direc-
tions of other auxiliary systems.
[0033] The solution further discloses a train, which in-
cludes the above-mentioned car.
[0034] Moreover, the solution further discloses a head
car including a cab body and a car body. One end of the
cab body is fixedly connected with one end of the car
body. The other end of the car body is provided with an
end wall 2, and connectors 3 are symmetrically provided
on a left side and a right side of an outer wall body of the
end wall 2. Two connectors 3 provided on the end wall
2 are connected by means of lines. The connector 3 in-
cludes: an interface 4 for forward movement instruction
train line, an interface 5 for backward movement instruc-
tion train line, and an interface 6 for braking instruction
train line. A certain type of interface of each connector 3
is connected with this type of interface of other connector
3 by means of corresponding lines. The sequences of
arranging interfaces on the connectors 3 at two sides of
the end wall 2 are axisymmetric.
[0035] Moreover, the solution further discloses a mid-
dle car including a top frame, side walls, and bottom
frame. The top frame is fixed with the bottom frame
through the side walls. Two ends of the middle car are
provided with end walls 2, and connectors 3 are symmet-
rically provided on a left side and a right side of an outer
wall body of the end wall 2. All the connectors 3 provided
on two end walls 2 of the car are connected by means
of lines. The connector 3 includes an interface 4 for for-
ward movement instruction train line, an interface 5 for
backward movement instruction train line, and an inter-
face 6 for braking instruction train line. A certain type of
interface of each connector 3 is connected with this type
of interface of other connector 3 by means of correspond-
ing lines. The sequences of arranging interfaces on the
connectors 3 at two sides of the end wall 2 are axisym-
metric. In the solution, the type of the middle car is a
trailer car or a power car.
[0036] The solution is further described through an ex-
ample.
[0037] In the example, the types of basic cars included
in a high-speed train set are: end power cars (head car
and tail car), middle power cars (seat car and sleeping
car), middle trailer cars (double-layer seat car, single-
layer seat car, sleeping car, dining-seat car). The posi-
tions of the head car and the tail car of the train and the
marshaling direction remain unchanged, and the number

and directions of other cars can be changed arbitrarily.
[0038] In the example, the flexibly marshaled high-
speed train set includes car body systems, bogies, brak-
ing systems, electric systems, doors, windows, seats and
other basic equipment systems. The difference between
devices on the power car and the trailer car is that there
is a traction system (including a traction transformer, a
traction converter, a traction motor, and so on) device
mounted on the power car but there is no traction system
device mounted on the trailer car.
[0039] In the example, a marshaling scheme about the
flexibly marshaled train is as follows:
the connectors 3 are symmetrically provided on the left
side and the right side of the end wall 2 of the train; the
connector 3 includes: the interface 4 for forward move-
ment instruction train line, the interface 5 for backward
movement instruction train line, and the interface 6 for
braking instruction train line; a certain type of interface
of each connector 3 on the end wall 2 of the car is con-
nected with this type of interfaces of other connector 3
by means of corresponding lines; and the sequences of
arranging the interfaces on the connectors 3 at the left
and right sides of each end wall 2 are axisymmetric. As
illustrated in FIG. 5, the same type and the same number
of the connectors 3 are respectively arranged at the two
sides of the end wall 2, that is, the designs of the con-
nectors 3 arranged at the two sides of the end of the car
are completely axisymmetric. The train lines running
through the whole train are in dual-redundant arrange-
ment on the end of each car, so that each car in the train
can be marshaled in any direction. As illustrated in FIG.
XX, identical connectors 3 are respectively arranged at
the first side of the first end, the second side of the first
end, the first side of the second end, and the second side
of the second end of each car. All the train lines adopt a
double arrangement. One end of each train line adopting
the double arrangement is connected in an electrical cab-
inet or the junction box in the car, and the other end there-
of is respectively connected to four connectors 3 on the
end of the car.
[0040] As illustrated in FIG. 7, the six-digit coder is pro-
vided in the car to set the current number and type of the
car and enable all the cars in the train to learn the number
and type of the car. The sequence number of the car after
train formation is formed by 4-digit output codes of the
coder. The other two output ports of the coder represent
that the car is the power car or the trailer car. After the
train formation is successful, the coder on each car is
toggled, according to the actual characteristic and posi-
tion of each car, to define the sequence number of the car.
[0041] Moreover, in order to further realize the flexible
marshaling after the car turns 180 degrees, relays, which
are configured to control the turning when the car turns
180 degrees, are provided at an equipment box of the
car, the junction box 7, a conductor room and other po-
sitions. The relay assists in setting the running direction
of each car and switching power supply directions of other
auxiliary systems.
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[0042] By means of the above solution, as illustrated
in FIG. 8, the minimum formation type of a train can be
3-car formation, namely including the head cars on two
ends and the middle car (the middle power car or the
middle trailer car). The maximum formation type is 16-
car formation, which must include the head cars on two
ends and the middle cars. The number of the middle pow-
er cars and the middle trailer cars is configured according
to the actual needs of customers. The formation of arbi-
trary number and arbitrary turning direction of the train
can be performed according to the requirements for pas-
senger flow and maintenance, or the requirements of oth-
er forms.
[0043] For example, in the example, a flexibly mar-
shaled high-speed train set having 8 cars is provided;
the cars 01, 03, 06 and 08 are the power cars, and the
other cars are the trailer cars; except the head cars on
two ends, the middle cars can be marshaled in any di-
rection and sequence. Taking the car 03 for example to
explain the display of the number and type, if the number
of the car 03 is defined in binary code as 0011 and the
type of the car 03 is 10, the coder of the car 03 is set to
001110. After the coder is set, all control units of a traction
converter, a door control system, a train network system,
an axle temperature alarm system and the braking sys-
tem, which are connected with the coder, learn the infor-
mation about the number and type of the car from the
coder in the car.
[0044] As illustrated in FIG. 9, the relay, which is con-
figured to control the turning when the car turns 180 de-
grees, is used to implement the function of turning 180
degrees of the car, thus there is no need to consider the
directions of the first end and the second end of each car
during marshaling, and the cars can be marshaled arbi-
trarily.
[0045] The technical solutions of the present applica-
tion can marshal 3-16 cars of each train in a meal ordering
manner, meet the different requirements of customers
for a train; when it is not the peak time for passenger
transport, adopting a high-speed train set with a small
number of cars avoids the energy waste of a high-speed
train set with a large number of cars, and does not in-
crease the waiting time of passengers; when it is the peak
time for passenger transport, adopting the high-speed
train set with a large number of cars avoids the increase
of workload of the Railways Bureau caused by increasing
the number of trains.
[0046] By adopting the technical solutions of the
present application, when each car is added into a high-
speed train set, the arrangement of the car is not limited,
and the car can be added into the train without limitation,
thereby reducing the workload of staff marshaling the
cars and shortening the work time of the staff marshaling
the cars on the premise of ensuring the normal work of
systems of the train.
[0047] The technical solution of the present application
can realize the application of flexible marshaling and in-
terchange overhaul of a high-speed train set, reduces

the inspection rate by more than 10%, reduces the over-
haul and maintenance cost by more than 15%, and re-
duces the cost of one-time purchase by more than 20%,
thus the economic benefit of maintaining the cars is re-
markable.
[0048] It is apparent that those skilled in the art may
make various modifications and changes to the present
application without departing from departing from its spirit
and scope. If these modifications and variations of the
present application belong to the scope of the claims of
the present application and its equivalent technology, the
present application is intended to include these modifi-
cations and variations.

Claims

1. A car, comprising: a car body consisting of a top
frame, side walls, and a bottom frame; an end wall
is provided on at least one end of the car body;
wherein,

connectors are symmetrically provided on a left
side and a right side of the end wall;
all the connectors provided on the end wall of
the car are connected by means of lines.

2. The car of claim 1, wherein the connector comprises:
an interface for forward movement instruction train
line, an interface for backward movement instruction
train line, and an interface for braking instruction train
line;

the interface for forward movement instruction
train line of each connector is connected with an
interface for forward movement instruction train
line of other connector by means of correspond-
ing lines;
the interface for backward movement instruction
train line of each connector is connected with an
interface for backward movement instruction
train line of other connector by means of corre-
sponding lines;
the interface for braking instruction train line of
each connector is connected with an interface
for braking instruction train line of other connec-
tor by means of corresponding lines.

3. The car of claim 2, wherein sequences of arranging
interfaces of the connectors at two sides of the end
wall are axisymmetric.

4. The car of claim 3, wherein a junction box is provided
in the car; and all connection lines of the connectors
are interconnected through line sockets on the junc-
tion box.

5. The car of claim 1, wherein a coding module, which

9 10 
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is configured to code a sequence and a type of cur-
rent car, is provided in the car.

6. The car of claim 5, wherein the coding module adopts
a six-digit coder, four output ends of the six-digit cod-
er are configured to output a sequence number of
the current car, and other two output ends of the six-
digit coder are configured to output a type number
of the car.

7. The car of claim 6, wherein the four output ends of
the coder, which are configured to output the se-
quence number of the car, are respectively connect-
ed with an axle temperature alarm system, a traction
converter, a door control system, a car control sys-
tem, and a brake control system which are provided
on the car;
the two output ends of the coder, which are config-
ured to output the type number of the car, are re-
spectively connected with the car control system and
the brake control system.

8. The car of claim 5, wherein a power supply terminal
of the six-digit coder is connected with a power
source end, which is provided in the car and config-
ured to supply power for a control device.

9. The car of claim 1, wherein the car body is further
provided with a relay which is configured to control
turning when the car turns 180 degrees;
the relay is connected with an auxiliary control sys-
tem provided in the car.

10. A train, comprising: a car of any one of claims 1 to 8.

11. A head car, comprising a cab body and a car body;
one end of the cab body is fixedly connected with
one end of the car body; wherein,

other end of the car body is provided with an end
wall, and connectors are symmetrically provided
on a left side and a right side of an outer wall
body of the end wall;
two connectors provided on the end wall are
connected by means of lines.

12. The head car of claim 11, wherein the connector
comprises: an interface for forward movement in-
struction train line, an interface for backward move-
ment instruction train line, and an interface for brak-
ing instruction train line;

the interface for forward movement instruction
train line of each connector is connected with an
interface for forward movement instruction train
line of other connector by means of correspond-
ing lines;
the interface for backward movement instruction

train line of each connector is connected with an
interface for backward movement instruction
train line of other connector by means of corre-
sponding lines;
the interface for braking instruction train line of
each connector is connected with an interface
for braking instruction train line of other connec-
tor by means of corresponding lines;
sequences of arranging interfaces on the con-
nectors at two sides of the end wall are axisym-
metric.

13. A middle car, comprising: a top frame, side walls and
a bottom frame; the top frame is fixed with the bottom
frame through the side walls; wherein,

two ends of the middle car are provided with end
walls, and connectors are symmetrically provid-
ed on a left side and a right side of an outer wall
body of the end wall;
all the connectors provided on two end walls of
the car are connected by means of lines.

14. The head car of claim 13, wherein the connector
comprises: an interface for forward movement in-
struction train line, an interface for backward move-
ment instruction train line, and an interface for brak-
ing instruction train line;

the interface for forward movement instruction
train line of each connector is connected with an
interface for forward movement instruction train
line of other connector by means of correspond-
ing lines;
the interface for backward movement instruction
train line of each connector is connected with an
interface for backward movement instruction
train line of other connector by means of corre-
sponding lines;
the interface for braking instruction train line of
each connector is connected with an interface
for braking instruction train line of other connec-
tor by means of corresponding lines;
sequences of arranging interfaces on the con-
nectors at two sides of the end wall are axisym-
metric.

15. The head car of claim 13, wherein the middle car is
a trailer car or a power car.
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